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Abstract
This study explored the feasibility of generating reliable information on the frequency, nature and
management of breakthrough pain (BTP) in children with life-limiting conditions and lifethreatening illnesses (LTIs) from narrative clinical records. In the absence of standardized ways
for documenting BTP, we conducted a consensus exercise to develop a glossary of terms that
could denote BTP in the records. Thirteen clinicians who contributed to the records reached
consensus on 45 terms which could denote BTP, while emphasizing the importance of contextual
information. The results of this approach together with guidance for improving the reliability of
retrospective reviews informed a data extraction instrument. A pilot test of this instrument
showed poor agreement between raters. Given the challenges encountered, we do not recommend a retrospective review of BTP using narrative records. This study highlighted challenges of
data extraction for complex symptoms such as BTP from narrative clinical records. For both
clinical and research purposes, the recording of complex symptoms such as BTP would benefit
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from clear criteria for applying definitions, a more structured format and the inclusion of validated
assessment tools. This study also showed the value of consensus exercises in improving understanding and interpretation of clinical notes within a service.
Keywords
Breakthrough pain, child, data collection/instrumentation, life-limiting conditions,
retrospective review

Introduction
Retrospective reviews of clinical records are a relatively inexpensive way to generate greater
insight in unexplored areas of medical research and inform subsequent prospective studies
(Gearing et al., 2006; Hellings, 2004). Extracting useful information from clinical records, however, presents various challenges including individual variation in documentation and inconsistent
use of terminology (Samuels, 2012; Worster and Haines, 2004). In emerging areas of practice, such
as paediatric palliative care, shared descriptors of signs and symptoms may not even exist (Craig
et al., 2015; Liben et al., 2008; Siden et al., 2012).
Reports from professionals and parents indicate that pain is frequently unsatisfactorily treated in
children with life-limiting conditions (LLCs) or life-threatening illnesses (LTIs), particularly
towards the end of life (Drake et al., 2003; Goldman et al., 2006; Tomlinson et al., 2011; Wolfe
et al., 2000). One of the most difficult types of pain to manage is breakthrough pain (BTP). Even
when an active pain management strategy is in place to alleviate background pain, children can
experience BTP. The WHO definition of BTP is provided in Figure 1.
In brief, BTP is characterized as ‘a temporary increase in the severity of pain over and above the
pre-existing baseline pain level’ (World Health Organization (WHO), 2012). Importantly, most
evidence on pain assessment and management in children relates to post-operative pain and
caution is required in extrapolating this evidence to children with LLCs where clinicians anticipate
pain escalation as the disease progresses. The single study investigating BTP in a population of
children with LLCs (Friedrichsdorf et al., 2007) showed that 57% out of 27 hospitalized children
with cancer who had controlled background pain reported to have experienced BTP in the previous
24 hours. While this study is a useful starting point, further larger-scale prospective studies on the
frequency, nature and management of BTP in the entire population of children with LLCs or LTIs
are needed to develop effective interventions.
Clinical records detailing children’s pain symptoms and the strategies used to alleviate these are
a potential source of data for baseline information. As a first step in expanding the evidence base on
the frequency, nature and management of BTP in children with LLCs or LTIs, we undertook a
retrospective review of the clinical records of children cared for by the largest specialist paediatric
palliative care service in the United Kingdom, giving access to a large and diverse cohort of
children. While clinical records are recorded electronically within a bespoke Access database and
comprise structured elements, the service has not implemented structured electronic health records
yet. Documentation of clinical assessments carried out by team members (clinical nurse specialists,
medical registrars and consultants) in the home, hospital, or hospice, or via telephone consultations
are reported in a traditional narrative format. In the absence of standardized measures and shared
descriptors for documenting BTP, we decided to conduct a consensus exercise, using features from
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Figure 1. Definition of BTP as used in this study.

both the Delphi consensus technique and the nominal group technique, to develop a glossary of
terms that could denote BTP in the records of this service. In this article, we report on the results of
the consensus exercise as it relates to the development of a data extraction instrument for a retrospective review of clinical notes. We also report on the feasibility of generating reliable information about BTP when applying this instrument to clinical records. Finally, we report on how
such consensus exercises can inform both current practice within a clinical team and design of
prospective studies on a particular symptom or set of symptoms.

Methods
Design
The aim of the study was to explore the feasibility of generating reliable information on the frequency, nature and management of BTP in children with LLCs or LTIs from narrative clinical
records to inform current practice and the design of a prospective study. The study consisted of
three parts, and the first part was a consensus exercise among clinicians to create a glossary of
terms that could denote BTP in the narrative clinical records of children with LLCs or LTIs.
Importantly, we did not aim to develop a definition of BTP itself (we used the WHO definition as
described above) rather we sought consensus on how clinicians interpret and apply this definition
and how they may document BTP in narrative clinical records. In the second part of the study, we
developed a data extraction instrument informed by the results of the consensus exercise and
published guidance on data extraction instruments (Eder et al., 2005; Engel et al., 2009; Gregory
and Radovinsky, 2012; Jansen et al., 2005). In part three of the study, a pilot test of the data
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extraction instrument was performed to assess interrater reliability (Lilford et al., 2007; Yawn and
Wollan, 2005).

Participants
Consensus exercise. Since we aimed to conduct a retrospective review of the records kept within a
particular service, the most appropriate participants for the consensus exercise were deemed to be
clinicians contributing to these records. All six nurses and seven out of eight doctors from
the service were invited to participate in the consensus exercise (one doctor was a member of the
study team).
Pilot test of the data extraction instrument. Two raters independently used the data extraction
instrument to identify episodes of BTP in the records of children with LLCs or LTIs. This included
a research nurse and a palliative care consultant (DR), both experienced in caring for children with
LLCs or LTIs. Data were extracted from the records of 52 children with an LLC or LTI, selected
from the service’s caseload between 1 July 2012 and 30 June 2014.

Questionnaire development
An initial list of terms and phrases that could potentially denote BTP in the clinical records was
prepared for the clinicians to give feedback on. Two clinicians working within the service (DR and
Liz Rasdall) and a member of the study team with both clinical and research experience (PK)
independently reviewed the records of 20 children to extract any terms and phrases potentially used
to denote BTP. These 20 children were a sample of the children who had died within the last three
years, from malignant and non-malignant conditions. A total of 63 terms and phrases were
identified and divided into five categories: (i) symptoms reported by patients, parents or healthcare
professionals (comprising a list of pain descriptors) (15 items); (ii) behaviours noted in the child
(18 items); (iii) neurological symptoms (3 items); (iv) medications (24 items); and (v) other
treatments (3 items) (see Online Supplemental File 1).
In the online questionnaire (1A/B), clinicians were asked to rate whether they felt the presence
of each of these items would indicate BTP (‘yes’, ‘no’, ‘possibly’) (Online Supplemental File 2).
Clinicians could also suggest additional terms/phrases. Participants were provided with a definition of BTP encompassing the WHO’s definition of both BTP and incident pain in children with
medical illness suffering from persistent pain (WHO, 2012). In including incident pain in our
definition, we considered that definitions vary as to whether incident pain is included (Davies et al.,
2009; Friedrichsdorf and Postier, 2014) or not (WHO, 2012) and decided to perform an inclusive
review of BTP in children with LLCs, where identifying the underlying cause of the pain can
inform selection of a management strategy (see Figure 1 for the full definitions).
In the second questionnaire (2A/B), we included contextual information alongside the items
selected from the first questionnaire (see Figure 2).
For example, whereas questionnaires 1A/1B showed terms such as ‘achiness’, contextual
factors were added to the terms and phrases in questionnaires 2A/2B to facilitate discrimination of
BTP (e.g. ‘sudden occurrence of achiness’; see Online Supplemental Material File 1 for an
overview of the contextual factors added). Participants were asked to record for each of the terms/
phrases whether they would indicate BTP (‘yes’ or ‘no’) in the context provided (Online Supplemental File 3).
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Development of data extraction instrument
An electronic data extracting instrument (see Online Supplemental File 4) and accompanying
manual (see Online Supplemental File 5) were developed. The data extraction instrument was
designed to identify occurrences of BTP in three steps (see Figure 3): (i) identification of pain
episodes using a glossary of 28 pain descriptors developed through the consensus exercise; (ii)
selection of pain episodes with evidence of controlled background pain; and (iii) confirmation of
the presence of BTP through identification of contextual information (derived from the consensus
exercise results).
The electronic instrument contained prompts to aid data extraction and provide explanations,
and fields were made mandatory where applicable. Wherever possible, dropdown lists were
generated to reduce typing and errors.

Data collection
Consensus exercise. The consensus process is depicted in Figure 2. Participants in the consensus
exercise both completed questionnaires (as also used in the Delphi consensus technique) and
participated in face-to-face meetings (which had features of the nominal group technique;
McMillan et al., 2016; see Figure 2). Clinicians completed four anonymous online questionnaires
at their convenience (rounds 1A/1B/2A/2B). Two face-to-face meetings were held to enable
clinicians to discuss areas of disagreement and help the study team to better understand their views
(James and Warren-Forward, 2015; Jones and Hunter, 1995; Vakil, 2011). These meetings were
facilitated by an external clinical psychologist and highly structured to minimize the risk of one or
more participants dominating discussions and to make sure all relevant issues were presented and
discussed. To optimize attendance, these meetings were part of the clinicians’ weekly handover
meeting. After these meetings, participants were invited to recomplete the questionnaire (rounds
1B and 2B). Participants were provided with a copy of the results emphasizing that they need not
conform to the prevailing view. An observer (JC/PK) took field notes to capture the content and
tenor of discussions.
Pilot test of the data extraction instrument. In the pilot test, two raters independently extracted data
using the data extraction instrument to assess interrater reliability and identify any issues that could
impede a full retrospective review. In part 1, raters extracted data from 21 clinical records that were
selected randomly, stratified by year to factor in changes to documentation styles, and were
checked to ensure both malignant and non-malignant conditions were included. The study team,
including the two raters, discussed disagreements and agreed refinements of the data extraction
instrument to reflect the insights gained. The same two clinicians extracted data from another
31 randomly selected clinical records to conduct a further test of interrater reliability. A sample
size calculation showed that, assuming the null hypothesis value of  to be 0.0, 22–30 cases
would be required to detect a statistically significant  of 0.6 or 0.7 with a power of 90%
(Sim and Wright, 2005).

Analysis
Consensus exercise. After each round of the consensus process, a decision was made whether to
include items in the data extraction instrument (see Figure 2). Items were included in the instrument if at least 51% of participants selected ‘yes’ in round 1B or 2B. A low threshold of 51% was
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Figure 3. Overview of data extraction procedure. This Figure shows the data extraction instrument that was used in the second part of the pilot study,
after refinements were made following the first part of the pilot study.
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considered appropriate, as we aimed to develop an inclusive instrument with a high sensitivity to
detect potential occurrences of BTP.
Pilot test of the data extraction instrument. In the pilot test, agreement between raters was assessed
using Cohen’s . The analysis included variables related to patient characteristics and the three
steps in identifying BTP (see Figure 3). While the minimum required value of  is arbitrary, values
of 0.6 and 0.7 (moderate to substantial agreement) are often reported (Landis and Koch, 1977). We
used a value of 0.7 for episodes of pain identified, the presence of evidence of controlled background pain and the presence of contextual information to confirm that the pain was actually BTP.
A more lenient value of 0.6 was used for agreement on more detailed information, such as specific
pain descriptors.

Ethical considerations
The study was approved by the Hospital and University Joint Research and Development Office
(13LC02; 12-12-2013). Written informed consent was sought from clinicians participating in the
consensus exercise. Data were extracted from children’s records by members of the palliative care
team and were pseudonymized before being transferred to researchers outside of the care team for
analysis. Seeking parental consent was not deemed necessary for this retrospective review.

Results
Consensus exercise
Participants. Out of 13 clinicians invited, 7–11 clinicians (54–85%) completed questionnaires and
attended facilitated discussions. These included three consultants, three specialist registrars, one
locum specialist, five clinical specialist nurses and one nurse consultant.
Round 1. In round 1A, participants reached consensus for 49 out of 63 items (78%; see Online
Supplemental File 1). Two participants provided comments, including ‘sudden onset of pain’ and
‘all words are dependent on a thorough history and on who is reporting and who is taking history
therefore entirely subjective’.
In the facilitated discussion participants commented that they needed more contextual information to determine whether a term or phrase would indicate BTP. This contextual information
included temporal terms, underlying cause of pain, age, baseline behaviour, symptom management
and presence of (other) pain descriptors.
In round 1B, participants reached consensus on all items; 6 items (10%) would denote BTP, 8
items (13%) would not denote BTP and 49 items (78%) would possibly denote BTP, depending on
context. Two comments were provided, including ‘Consider temporal terms in relation to pain’ and
‘Using a temporal relationship to pain descriptors may help to define terminology’.
Round 2. Contextual information was added to the remaining 49 items (see Online Supplemental
File 1). In round 2A, clinicians reached consensus that all items in one or more given contexts
would denote BTP. Five comments were provided, all stating that while a term could possibly
denote BTP, it was difficult to say this with certainty and more information about the context was
required. Two contradictory comments were made about the definition of BTP as used in this
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study, one recommending to include incident pain in the definition of BTP and the other recommending against it.
The facilitated discussion provided further insight into the challenges still present even with
additional contextual information. Clinicians indicated deciding between yes and no was challenging, with some stating they had responded to uncertainty with ‘yes’. In addition, some distinction was made between phenomena that could evoke pain (e.g. spasms) and those where pain
was accepted as the underlying causal mechanism for the behaviour demonstrated. Some
respondents advocated more contextual information (e.g. further information on pain history). As
with the first facilitated discussion, there was considerable discussion on symptoms associated
with neuropathic pain.
In round 2B, consensus was achieved such that 39 items could denote BTP in at least one given
context (80%). Ten items (20%) did not reach consensus on ‘yes’ in any given context and were
excluded.

Pilot test of data extraction instrument
In the first part of the pilot test, data were extracted from the clinical records of 21 children with a
malignant (24%) or non-malignant (76%) condition. The two extractors identified 82 episodes of
pain; only 28 were identified by both (34% agreement;  ¼ 0.475; p < 0.001). Following discussions, the data extraction instrument was refined by explicating the first pain descriptor ‘pain of
any description’, amalgamating similar pain descriptors and adding a list of relevant medications
and interventions to the database (see Online Supplemental File 4).
In the second part of the pilot test, data were extracted from the clinical records of 31 children
with a malignant (23%) or non-malignant (77%) condition. The two extractors identified 121
episodes of pain, of which 58 were identified by both (48% agreement;  ¼ 0.346; p ¼ 0.001).

Discussion
Main findings
In this study, we investigated the feasibility of a retrospective review of the rich information in the
records of children with LLCs or LTIs to obtain more insight into BTP. Using a structured consensus approach, we found that clinicians recognized a wide range of terms and phrases that could
be used to document BTP in narrative records, although single word descriptors were usually
considered insufficient without further contextual elements. A pilot test of a structured data
extraction instrument based on the terms and phrases identified showed that even with detailed
guidance in place, interrater reliability in identifying episodes of BTP from the narrative clinical
records was unsatisfactory. Data extracted under these conditions are unlikely to provide reliable
information about the frequency, nature and management of BTP (Landis and Koch, 1977),
therefore we concluded that a retrospective review of narrative clinical records was not feasible.

Findings in context of literature
Assessing interrater reliability should be a routine component of any data extraction study but is
often overlooked (Allison et al., 2000). Recent retrospective reviews in the population of children
with LLCs and LTIs include reviews of symptoms (Jagt-van Kampen et al., 2015), pain medication
(Orsey et al., 2009; Schiessl et al., 2008) and care provided (Feudtner et al., 2003; Ho and
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Straatman, 2013). While some of these studies described measures taken to improve data quality,
none described a reliability assessment. Several retrospective reviews in adult patient populations
that did include an assessment of interrater reliability have demonstrated problems (Goulet et al.,
2007; Meschia et al., 2006; Reeves et al., 2008; Thomas et al., 2002). Achieving satisfactory
interrater reliability relies on three key components: (i) the data extraction instrument, (ii) the data
extractors and (iii) the source of information from which the data are being extracted.
(i) The content of the data extraction instrument was based on the results of the consensus
exercise and the format followed published guidance (Eder et al., 2005; Engel et al.,
2009; Gregory and Radovinsky, 2012; Jansen et al., 2005). Terms and phrases to be used
in round 1 were derived from a review of children’s clinical records. A Canadian study
among hospitalized children provided a much more extensive list of terms and phrases to
describe any pain (e.g. including physiological indicators), but there was considerable
overlap with the terms and phrases identified in our study (Rashotte et al., 2013). The
fact that such a wide range of terms/phrases was identified may have contributed to the
difficulties in reliably extracting episodes of BTP. The use of ambiguous or complicated
definitions as a cause of poor interrater reliability has been suggested previously in retrospective reviews in adult populations (Reeves et al., 2008).
(ii) The pilot test to assess the reliability of extracted data involved the research nurse and a
consultant, who worked in the clinical team and was responsible for writing notes. Both
data extractors were clinically experienced, received training and recorded any issues
regarding data extraction. In recent retrospective reviews in the population of children
with LLCs or LTI, data were either extracted by one person (with no reliability assessment reported; Ho and Straatman, 2013; Jagt-van Kampen et al., 2015), or no information
on who extracted data was provided (Chang et al., 2015; Feudtner et al., 2003; Orsey
et al., 2009; Schiessl et al., 2008). Researchers seem to underestimate the challenges
involved in extracting high quality data from clinical records (Allison et al., 2000). More
methodological details need to be reported to allow readers to assess the quality of retrospective reviews and to enable researchers to learn from the experiences of others.
(iii) The narrative clinical notes in this study were from a specialist paediatric palliative care
team that cares for children with LLCs or LTIs both in hospital and in the community.
Clinical notes may be completed when a team member has assessed a child in hospital,
at home or in a hospice. They may also be completed after a telephone consultation with a
parent or healthcare professional. These proxy assessments result in children’s pain
experiences being further filtered through other reporters (Twycross et al., 2015) prior
to documentation in the clinical records. Similar issues have been noted in other retrospective reviews in this population, including discontinuity in terms of location of care,
and lack of documentation who assessed the child using what methods, and whether consultations were performed by phone or face to face (Jagt-van Kampen et al., 2015; Kelly
et al., 2018; Thrane et al., 2017). Suboptimal documentation was also discussed in retrospective reviews in adult populations, and it was suggested that this could be improved by
using additional data sources (e.g. meeting the clinician who recorded the notes; Goulet
et al., 2007), but this may not be feasible.
An additional challenge is the complexity of BTP. It is by definition intermittent and often
unpredictable such that reporting and recording will vary. As highlighted in the consensus exercise,
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documentation of contextual factors was regarded as essential in determining the presence of BTP.
Another factor possibly contributing to poor interrater reliability are the inconsistencies in the narrative nature of the notes and the lack of a routinely used structured pain assessment rating scale
(Chang et al., 2015; Hunt, 2012). Correspondingly, a lack of structure has been highlighted in previous studies on documentation in palliative care (Curtis et al., 2018; Furuno et al., 2017; Gunhardsson et al., 2008; McEvoy, 2000; Stewart et al., 2017; Yawn and Wollan, 2005). In one
study, pain was commonly noted but different terminology was used, with pain characteristics
often lacking (Gunhardsson et al., 2008). The authors emphasized the impact of accurate documentation on quality of care, symptom control and effective handover (Gunhardsson et al., 2008; McEvoy, 2000). The use of guidelines, checklists and more structured forms have been suggested to
improve documentation (de la Cruz et al., 2016; Gunhardsson et al., 2008; McEvoy, 2000; Stewart
et al., 2017). A study among children’s nurses showed that the majority of these nurses agreed that
the introduction of pain assessment tools across the hospital would improve documentation
(Simons and Macdonald, 2004).

Strengths and limitations
While recognizing the potential value of the information contained in clinical records for research
purposes, we were aware of the challenges in extracting reliable data and decided to use a
structured process in developing a data extraction instrument, using clinician feedback and published guidance, and assess the reliability of data extracted. While extracting reliable data on BTP
from children’s narrative clinical records remains elusive, this study is one of the first to investigate
the description of pain in children’s clinical records. A Canadian study has investigated the
description of pain in children’s clinical records but this included any pain, not specifically BTP,
and the study was limited to a 24-hour period for inpatients in Canadian paediatric hospitals
(Rashotte et al., 2013). Our study specifically focused on BTP in children with malignant and nonmalignant life-limiting illnesses, cared for by a paediatric palliative care team, adding the complexity of multiple settings. Admittedly, this study was confined to a single tertiary palliative care
service and therefore terms and phrases identified in this service may not be recognized or utilized
in narrative records by other healthcare professionals in this field. Moreover, other services may
have adopted structured electronic health records, which would have implications for the structure
of notes and consequently the design of retrospective reviews. However, there are indications that
even when structured electronic records are used, clinicians may still resort to narratives to document pain episodes in detail (Rashotte et al., 2013). Finally, one could argue that to develop a
truly inclusive data extraction instrument, a threshold higher than 51% should have been used for
excluding terms/phrases. However, for most of the 18 items that were excluded, at least 70% of
participants did not think that this term/phrase in the given context would indicate BTP.

What this study adds
Several lessons can be learned from this feasibility study. First, the consensus exercise yielded
important insights into BTP that can benefit future studies. Even with a WHO definition of BTP
available, clinicians within a single service differed in their interpretation and application of this
definition, for example, whether incident pain should be regarded as a subtype of BTP. As a result,
clinicians identified a large number and wide variety of terms and phrases that could be used to
document BTP in children’s narrative notes. Clinicians found it particularly challenging to decide
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whether neurological symptoms (e.g. dystonia) and neuropathic pain and its management strategies could be regarded as BTP.
Second, this study illustrates several methodological challenges related to using narrative
clinical records for research purposes. While narrative clinical records provide a richer description
of pain experiences than pain scores or records of analgesia, the potential to identify a complex
pain symptom through the presence of specific words or phrases was challenged by palliative care
clinicians who emphasized the subjective and contextual aspects of assessments. In addition, our
study also demonstrated that clinical records serve several purposes including an assessment of the
child, a report of actual and planned interventions and are often written to illustrate the rationale for
clinical decisions. They are not neutral reports but rather a constructed account of complex events.

Implications for practice
Given the challenges encountered, we do not recommend a further retrospective review of BTP
using narrative records. While it was not possible to generate reliable information from a retrospective review of narrative clinical records, challenges identified and lessons learned can give
direction to future documentation in clinical records and research. Clear and consistent recording
of notes is crucial for the clinical care of children with LLCs or LTIs, especially because data from
a wide variety of sources and care settings are used in care and treatment. Narrative clinical records
could benefit from a more structured format, the inclusion of validated assessment tools and
consistent recording of contextual factors. Opportunities to debate and develop a consensus view
among clinicians are also critical in improving the consistency of notes and as such should be a
feature of practice review. Better consistency of documentation will enable researchers to make
use of the information that is already available to obtain a better understanding of complex
symptoms and, ultimately, develop effective interventions. Currently available guidance for
management of BTP in children is based on clinical experience rather than research evidence
(Friedrichsdorf and Postier, 2014). The best way forward would be a prospective study recording
episodes of BTP and pain management interventions based on a clear definition of all components
and utilizing structured pain assessment tools.
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